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1

Introduction

The goal of XCYCLE is to improve the traffic situation for cyclists, who are still often treated as second-class
road users. One often-mentioned aspect in this process is to make cycling safer, but it is important to make
sure that, at the same time, this does not lead to a decrease in cycling efficiency, make cycling less attractive,
or has any other negative influence on how cycling is experienced. Only if the XCYCLE system is perceived
by the end-users as something that improves their cycling more than it costs, it will have a chance to have
an effect.
As suggested above, costs do not necessarily have to be monetary. If an infrastructural safety feature forces
cyclists to take a detour, or to stop and accelerate again, it is likely that acceptance levels would be low,
and that the cyclists will try to find a shortcut, ignore the stop, or in some other way defy the safety feature.
Therefore, it is important to find out whether cyclists like and accept the developed systems, and whether
they understand and use them as intended, also over time.
In XCYCLE, different systems are under development, and they use different approaches in improving the
cyclists’ traffic situation. The systems can work as stand-alone solutions, but can also to some extent be
combined for additional benefit.
This deliverable describes the methods with which it is planned to evaluate the integrated XCYCLE system
that will be implemented at three different test sites. The technical evaluation of the systems is not the
focus of this work package, as this is in progress or will be done in WP3 and WP4, with implementation
occurring in WP5. Instead, the focus here is on the “soft factors”, which are crucial to spread even the best
technical solution. No matter how good the system is, if it is too expensive, it will not be used, unless people
are forced to do so by laws and regulations.
Infrastructure based systems do not have to be bought by end users. Vehicle based safety systems that are
proven to be efficient – in the XCYCLE case, the truck-based system – are more likely to spread, either,
because the system will become standard in new vehicles, or because it is attractive to the end users, or
because of regulations. The system intended for cyclists is much more dependent on being attractive
enough to end users, such that they are willing to pay for it. Their willingness to pay at all, and how much
to pay for such a system will depend on a number of factors, of which some will be investigated here. This
will provide indications for a market price that can be expected to result in a viable business case.
For continued use it is important that the end users like and accept the system. If not used, even a system
that was bought, pre-installed or is available in the environment will not have any effect. User acceptance
will be evaluated both by asking the users directly about their opinion and experiences, but also by
observing their interactions with the system, to obtain a broad picture.
In addition to the costs directly affecting the users, the costs and benefits of the systems for the society at
large are investigated. This is important, because it will consider system effects, which can be beneficial,
but might also include possible unwanted side effects. If the green wave for cyclists leads to increased
waiting times for cars, pollution may increase and efficient work time is lost, but it might also lead to some
drivers shifting to cycle instead. A vehicle based system may be an initial cost for the owner, but may save
both lives, societal costs and insurance fees in the long run. An on-bike system may require some battery
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maintenance, but may save lives. Considering both short-term and long-term effects, as well as direct and
indirect effects will lead to a clearer picture about the impact of the system.

1.1

Short description of systems and system combinations

In this section, a brief description of the systems, both in the stand-alone version, and, where applicable,
in integration with other systems, is provided. While systems are briefly illustrated from a technical
perspective, the description is mainly from a user’s point of view, to provide a similar background as what
the participants in the studies within this work package experienced. For more detailed descriptions, and
especially for the technical background, the reader can refer to the deliverables associated with the
construction and technical testing of the system. A reference is provided for each system, where available.

1.1.1 Green wave
The green wave system dynamically creates a designated green time slot for cyclists in the traffic flow on a
traffic light controlled intersection. This green time slot is fixed in time, while the rest of the traffic light
cycle, that is, especially the duration of the red phase, remains dynamic. This allows to inform the cyclists
reliably about when they can expect a green light and still keep the best performance of the traffic light,
because it stays dynamic. By allocating the slot based on a prediction of cyclist arrival times (based on
detection of the cyclist several 100 m prior to the intersection), in the ideal case the cyclist will not have to
change speed at all. Cyclists that arrive later, or when the slot needs to be planned later, are informed early
enough by a sign that is visible from a sufficiently long distance, so that they can then adapt their behaviour
(i. e., speed) to arrive at the traffic light when it is green.
Cyclists approaching the intersection will be detected by a camera. This is positioned at a long distance
(400-500m) from the intersection so that there is ample time to plan a green slot for them in the traffic
control cycle without disrupting the traffic flow. They will be informed about this slot by a sign that is
positioned at the intersection, but still visible and readable from a long enough distance (200m), such that
cyclists are able to adjust their speed if necessary. In an ideal case (e.g. the cyclist being the only cyclist and
a perfectly adjustable traffic cycle), the cyclist will not need to adjust his/her speed and the information will
only advise that the cyclist will receive green light upon arriving. In case there are more cyclists, it is possible
that a cyclist may have to speed up/down to approach at the right time. On a distance of 200m there should
be enough space to adjust the arrival time by adapting the speed. For example, when the cyclist approaches
the traffic light at 15km/h, slowing down to 10km/h or speeding up to 20km/h at 200m before the
intersection can make a difference of 36 seconds in arrival time. Thus, even in the non-ideal case, where a
slot has to be planned too early or too late, the cyclist can still benefit from the system.
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Figure 1 – Example setup of green wave system

The green wave system is described more thoroughly in deliverable D4.2, which will be available from
month 24 of the project.

1.1.2 Infrastructural detection system in Braunschweig
In Braunschweig, an infrastructure-based vehicle and VRU detection system is implemented1. The detection
system serves as a basis for the infrastructure based situation - and threat assessment functions to be
developed in the project. Two poles have been added to the intersection (see Figure 2), each one equipped
with a vertically oriented stereo-video-camera. The camera-system consists of two GigE-Vision cameras
providing images with a resolution of 1936 x 1216 pixels. In order to allow the detection of VRU at night,
each pole features two near-infrared flash-lights triggered by the camera system.
On average, approximately 500 cyclists per day are detected at the intersection during the week, excluding
weekends. Of these, 83% travel straight through the intersection, while the remaining ones turn right. At
the same time, about 2600 motorists are detected turning right at the intersection2. On weekends, traffic
volume is about one third compared to weekdays.

1
2

The infrastructural detection system is described in more detail in D4.2
Statistics are based on data from August, 22nd to September 18th 2016.
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Figure 2. The infrastructure based detection system built at the research intersection in Braunschweig
.

Cyclists approaching the intersection coming from east are detected and tracked by the infrastructural
based detection system. Motorists travelling in the far right lane (i.e., right turn lane) are also detected and
tracked by the system. Detection begins at about 35 meters to the intersection. Based on cyclists’ and
motorists’ x-y-z-position, their trajectories are calculated and parameters such as speed, acceleration, and
deceleration are derived. Based on this information and the calculation of safety-relevant surrogate
measures, the threat of a safety-critical situation will be assessed between two interacting partners (i.e., a
cyclist crossing the intersection and a motorist turning right in the intersection). This assessment will be
transmitted to the communication module of the intersection and can be used to inform a truck driver
about the cyclist via an in-vehicle HMI, or an infrastructural- based warning system. In addition, the
information of the threat assessment can also be communicated to the cyclist via a so called on-bike system.

Figure 3. Field of views for the two poles of the infrastructure based detection system
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1.1.2.1 Infrastructural detection system + Truck
A truck driver gets safety assistance to avoid collision with a cyclist at a road junction when driving a truck
that is equipped with the XCYCLE in-vehicle system. When the driver is intending to make a right turn
approaching a busy intersection at low speed, the driver checks in the mirrors and outside the windows
and gives the turn indication. In the meantime, the XCYCLE system monitors the surrounding traffic via
either on-board sensor system or received V2X information from infrastructure based sensor system. When
it notices that there is a bicycle approaching on the right side, it signals this to the driver through a blinking
amber light on the A-Pillar. If the driver does not react to the light, a warning sound from side which the
bike is coming from is also emitted. If the driver does not stop the truck after these two warnings, the
XCYCLE system brakes abruptly and avoids or mitigates the collision.

1.1.2.2 Amber light
Within the next decades, not all trucks will be equipped with a communication gateway and an HMI that
will transmit safety-relevant information. Therefore, the research intersection will be equipped with an
amber light. Function-wise, it follows the same principles as the truck warning system. The amber light is
connected with the infrastructure-based detection system, and if a turning truck and a crossing bicycle are
on collision course, the amber light will increase its flashing intensity and frequency. The amber light will
be positioned in a way so that it attracts motorists’ attention and shifts it to the object of interest (i.e.
bicyclist).

1.1.2.3 On-bike
The XCYCLE on-bike system is based on an active tag that can communicate with the infrastructure based
detection system. The active tag has higher detection capability (with lower false alarms) and allows for
additional services such as providing on-bike HMI. The communication is possible through a fixed
infrastructure of reference nodes (on-site sensors) that allows the location of the road users (see Figure 4).
Then, the on-bike sensor module is exchanging information with the infrastructure in order to enable
positioning.
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Figure 4. Example setup of the on-bike architecture system

In this manner, the infrastructure can build a map of the monitored area (e.g., the road intersection) and
determine the location, speed and trajectory of every road user equipped with a tag. If a vehicle starts a
possibly dangerous manoeuvre (e.g., left/right turn), the information is broadcast to the infrastructure (via
IEEE 802.11p radio link), jointly with the specific vehicle ID. The infrastructure knows the vehicle location
thanks to the provided ID and the IEEE 802.15.4a messages. Then, if the infrastructure detects a potentially
dangerous situation, with the help of its proper situation assessment module, it sends warnings to the
intended sensor (i.e., on bike) with the same IEEE 802.15.4a links.
This can result in the activation of the on-bike HMIs to properly inform the road users of the dangerous
situation. The on-bike HMI can be adopted to properly inform the bicyclist of a potential danger predicted
by the system (either considering bicycle-vehicle interaction or bicycle-infrastructure interaction or simple
detection by on-vehicle or infrastructure sensors). Since the situation assessment module runs on
infrastructure, the communication is directly sent to the bicycle without the need of additional interaction
with the vehicles. The bicycle HMI should be designed such that it requires minimal attention and does not
distract the cyclist. The system should act to warn the cyclist of a potential collision. Examples of HMIs are
either a flashing light display or an auditory alert (or a combination). The implementation of these would
need to give due consideration to the lighting conditions and background noise when cycling on-road in
the vicinity of a truck.

1.2

Goals of the integrated system evaluation

The technical evaluation and integration of the XCYCLE systems is and will be done in the Work Packages 3,
4 and 5, whereas in WP6 an evaluation of acceptance and usefulness of the integrated system is in focus.
This evaluation includes how much end users are willing to pay, that is, whether there is a business case,
how users who have or have not interacted with the system judge it in terms of acceptability and usefulness,
and how they expect their behaviour to be influenced, and last but not least, whether the benefits of the
system exceed the costs.
6
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It is important to address both people who already have used the system, and those who have not, as the
former can give a more informed picture of their experiences, and their attitude towards the system may
have changed over time of usage. On the contrary, non-users are those that resemble future clients the
most, and initial expectations can be crucial for the decision to buy a system or not.
The willingness-to-pay study will focus mainly on the on-bike system, as this is most critical in terms of a
valid business case. For the system to work effectively, the penetration rate must be high, and therefore it
is paramount that it is highly acceptable, desired, and affordable for as many cyclists as possible.
The evaluation of behavioural effects takes all developed XCYCLE systems into consideration, and, where
applicable, investigates specifically the effects of integrating several systems with each other. User
acceptance is key for long-term usage, which is why care is taken to cover not only first-time usage, but
also more experienced system users.
The cost-benefit analysis will be made for the whole range of XCYCLE systems, assessing whether there is
a business case for the systems, or whether other measures may have to be taken to encourage their usage,
given that they prove to increase safety at least at the present efficiency level.
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2

Willingness to pay

Key Staff from LEEDS:
-

Jeremy Shires, Senior Research Fellow http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/people/j.shires

-

Dan Johnson, Senior Research Fellow http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/people/d.johnson

-

John Nellthorp, Senior Research Fellow http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/people/j.nellthor

Key Staff from UNIBO:
-

Gabriele Prati, Junior assistant professor https://www.unibo.it/sitoweb/gabriele.prati/en

-

Luca Pietrantoni, Associate Professor https://www.unibo.it/sitoweb/luca.pietrantoni/en

-

Federico Fraboni, Adjunct Professor https://www.unibo.it/sitoweb/federico.fraboni3/en

This section describes the assessment plan of the willingness to pay for the XCYCLE systems. The study of
the willingness to pay (WTP) and willingness to accept (WTA) will provide information about the
affordability and potential adoption and impact of the XCYCLE systems. A basic distinction should be made
between willingness to pay (WTP) and willingness to accept (WTA). WTP refers to the maximum price at or
below which a consumer will definitely buy a unit of the product, whereas WTA refers to the minimum
amount a person is willing to accept to sell the product. WTP measures the benefit received by individuals,
and WTA represents the expected selling price for individuals. WTP is higher than WTA when the estimated
value of the developed technology is low.
In traffic and transport domain, WTP has been used as a measure for intention to use the system (e. g. Adell
& Várhelyi, 2008; Höltl & Trommer, 2013). Huth and Gelau (2013) found that the correlation of WTP for
the system and the usage intention was relatively low (but significant). The willingness to pay depends
partially on the income, but in many trials, it is assumed that the more people are willing to pay, the higher
the acceptance and acceptability it is (Vlassenroot, Brookhuis, Marchau, & Witlox, 2010).
In this work task, two studies will be conducted. The first is a field study while the second is a panel study.

2.1

Study 1

In Study 1, we will gather information regarding WTP and WTA of users that have concretely experienced
the system. In order to do so, a field test will be set up in the city of Cesena, which will serve as a
technological test as well. Participants will be asked to ride a bicycle equipped with the XCYCLE system and
will experience two different types of conflicts with motorized vehicles. The on-bike device will send a
warning to the cyclists right before the conflict occurs. Prospective participants will be around 30 cyclists,
recruited from University of Bologna. After experiencing the system, participants will be asked open ended
questions on WTP (e.g., “Could you please tell us what is the maximum amount of money you are willing
to spend in order to buy this device?) and WTA (e.g., “Imagine that you received this device as a gift. How
much money would you like to receive in order to sell it?”).
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2.2

Study 2

The panel study will use the stated preference as well as direct questions to collect information about WTP
and WTA. For WTP experiments, better results are usually attained through the use of stated preference
approaches where valuations of attributes are derived through a process of trading off between different
levels of attributes over a number of hypothetical scenarios. In this way, more information is elicited from
each person than just a simple reported WTP and robust valuations can be extracted from fewer responses.
In making trade-offs, the participant is made to think more carefully about his/her implicit evaluation of
attributes. For the risk assessment system, our approach is to experiment with trade-offs involving different
costs and different degrees of intervention from the device and different forms of on-bike systems (e.g.,
retro fitted/integrated into a new bike etc.). Resultant WTP valuations from such choice experiments can
be derived through discrete choice modelling such as multinomial, nested or mixed logit. Results could
additionally be segmented by various dimensions to look at variation in evaluations by dimensions, such as
traveller type, sociodemographic characteristics, whether they have had actual experience of such devices,
and location. In the end of the questionnaire, a simple payment ladder or explicit WTP and WTA items will
be included.
We are proposing a 20-minute online panel survey for existing cyclists across six countries:
(1)

Spain

(2)

The Netherlands

(3)

Hungary

(4)

Italy

(5)

Sweden

(6)

UK

These countries have been chosen to reflect a range of existing cycle levels (see D2.1). In addition, these
countries cover the different geographical areas, economic situations, and cultural regions of Europe.
Currently our aim would be for a sample size of 400 respondents per country. The survey will be designed
by ITS with the panel provided by a market research company. They would also operationalise the survey,
including translations. Pilot cognitive interviews would be done in the UK and Italy to test the questions
and their wordings, before a larger online pilot.
In terms of key scopes, we would, ideally, look at a range of users such as commuters, heavy leisure, and
light leisure. In addition, participants from different ages, at least young and middle age people, and gender
will be included.

9
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2.2.1 Timescales
T6.2 Willingness to pay of users starts at M18 (November 2016) and ends at month M32 (January 2018). In
terms of the elapsed time it would take to design, implement, analyse, and report the two WTP studies,
Table 1 presents the timeline of the studies.

Table 1. Timeline of the studies
Period

Task

M18-M22

November 2016- March 2017

WTP Study 1: Preparation and data collection

M23-M25

April 2017-June 2017

WTP Study 1: Analysis and reporting

M24-M25

May 2017-June 2017

WTP Study 2: Design of questionnaire &
experiments

M26-M27

July 2017-August 2017

WTP Study 2: Operationalisation of survey
(coding, translations, technical sense checking)

M28

September 2017

WTP Study 2: Pilot test

M29-M30

October 2017-November 2017

WTP Study 2: Data collection & data cleaning

M31-M32

December 2017-January 2018

WTP Study 2: Analysis and reporting
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3

Behavioural effects of the integrated XCYCLE systems

This chapter describes the plan for the behavioural evaluation of the XCYCLE systems on a higher level,
mainly with respect to acceptance, adaptation, and perceived usefulness.

3.1

Approach for integrated evaluation of behavioural effects

The selection of methods for the evaluation of the integrated system followed the procedure described
below:






3.2

At the kick-off of WP6, a brain-storming workshop was held, in which the participants listed
different possible research questions, methods to answer them, and possible performance
indicators that might be used. As the system development had not come very far at that stage, the
listing and subsequent evaluation of methods was done at a general level, considering questions
of practicability, such as language barriers, weather dependency, and ease of implementation, as
well as costs, such as the time needed for data collection and also analysis.
As system development progressed, the evaluation was refined, including the set-up of
requirements across test sites. As the different systems’ functionalities within XCYCLE are tested at
dedicated sites, it was deemed important to extend the general evaluation across sites, as this
would enable the project to produce a more encompassing assessment, to some extent
considering and addressing cross-cultural differences and other local aspects.
Within T6.1 a preliminary evaluation plan was set up, including the methods to be used per site
and across sites, and the assignment of partners to roles.

Research questions

The evaluation done in WP6 should not just replicate the technical and behavioural evaluations done in
WP3, WP4 and WP5, but add additional dimensions, allowing to make statements about the XCYCLE
systems on an integrated level. Therefore, the research questions (RQs) are geared at acceptability,
experienced usefulness, adaptation, strategical behaviour, etc. Moreover, for each research question, it
has to be considered whether it makes sense to assess the results depending on age group, gender, or
other demographic factors. Furthermore, cultural differences must be taken into account. It is also
important to consider for how long the system has been experienced. It should be noted that the RQs
would ideally require evaluations based on longer system testing periods than what is possible within the
scope of WP6. This fact must be carefully considered when interpreting the results.
The system users can be divided into “direct” and “indirect” users. With “direct users”, we mean those road
users for which the system was primarily intended to function. For example, for the bicycle green-wave
system, cyclists are the primary users, whereas for the in-vehicle system, drivers are the primary users.
“Indirect users” are those who get affected by the system, even though it is not specifically targeted for
that group. For example, for the bicycle green-wave system, other road users may be affected through
changes in waiting times, and cyclists may indirectly be affected by the in-vehicle system, as drivers may
change their behaviour towards them.
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3.2.1 Acceptance
Acceptance describes whether people find a system suitable for a task and are willing to use it (or actually
use it) and accept its existence. Acceptance can be divided in two parts, one about the usefulness of the
system and the other one about how much the user appreciates the system (i.e., satisfaction). Both
constructs can be investigated with a questionnaire. Van der Laan et al. (1997) proposed a standardized
checklist to assess drivers’ acceptance of new technology. The Van der Laan scale comprises two
dimensions, one denoting the usefulness of the system, and the other one designating satisfaction
associated with the system.
In addition to Van der Laan scale, the Acceptance of technology will be investigated using the Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003). The UTAUT
proposes that four main constructs (performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and
facilitating conditions) are predictors of behavioural intention and ultimately behaviour. The theory was
developed through the review and integration of eight dominant theories and models that have all been
widely and successfully used in the literature on technology or innovation adoption. These eight theories
and models are the following: the Theory of Reasoned Action, the Technology Acceptance Model, the
Motivational Model, the Theory of Planned Behaviour, a combined TBP/TAM, the Model of PC Utilization,
Innovation Diffusion Theory, and Social Cognitive Theory. Osswald, Wurhofer, Trösterer, Beck, and Tscheligi
(2012) developed the CTAM questionnaire whose items operationalize the four main constructs of the
UTAUT along with other constructs.
RQA01:
RQA02:
RQA03:

To what degree do direct/indirect users accept the system? Why?
How useful do the direct/indirect users find the system? Why?
How satisfying do the direct/indirect users find the system? Why?

3.2.2 Trust
Trust is defined as the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the
expectation that the latter one will perform particular actions, which are important to the former one
(Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995).
In the context of automation, trust has a fundamental influence on the acceptance and adoption of new
technologies. Trust is considered as a major natural bridge between the users’ beliefs toward the system
and their intention to use the system. To develop trust, the relationship between the user and the system
should rely on the idea that, throughout the use of the system, the user will achieve his/her goal under a
situation of uncertainty and vulnerability (Khastgir, Birrell, Dhadyalla, & Jennings, 2017). This definition
implies that (1) trust can change based on previous experiences and as the relationship evolve; (2) people
will use the system since they have expectations regarding the likelihood of favourable outcomes; (3)
people will rely on the system under a certain degree of uncertainty associated with the task and a certain
degree of risk associated with the automated control/function.
To reach the full potential adoption of the system, the relationship between the user and the system should
match the user trust in the automation and the automation’s capabilities (Fallon, Murphy, Zimmerman, &
Mueller, 2010). Trust in automated systems is a dynamic construct. Beliefs about the characteristics of the
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system and the intention to rely on it can change with experience. This calibration process leads the user
to adjust his/her level of trust with the automation trustworthiness, concrete capabilities and limitations.
This is a critical process since an inaccurate calibration can easily lead to system disuse (i.e. lack of trust in
the whole system or a specific controller) or misuse (i.e. over-trust in the system) (Khastgir et al., 2017).
An appropriate calibration of trust can be promoted since the early phase of the user’s adoption of the
system, that is, while the user is gathering information on the characteristics of the system (Lee & See,
2004). The more the information will be coherent with the system’s capabilities and limitations, the more
appropriate will be the calibration of trust.
Different factors influence trust towards automated system: performance (i.e. what the automation does
and whether it is helpful in achieving the goal), process (i.e. how the system works) and purpose (i.e. why
the user should use the system). Coherent information regarding these three factors enhance trust in the
system and trust with the system. The construct can be investigated with the Jian, Bisantz, and Drury (2000)
questionnaire.
RQT01:
RQT02:
RQT03:
RQT04:

Do direct users know how the system works and what it is designed for?
Do direct users find the system trustworthy? How? Why?
Do indirect users find the system trustworthy (for systems where the indirect users
are aware of the system)? How? Why?
Are there any risks perceived related to automation complacency? Which? Why?

3.2.3 Behavioural adaptation
Adaptation or behavioural adaptation describes the way people change their interaction with the system,
or behaviour towards the system, as they get to know the system functionality over time. Adaptation can,
but does not need to, correspond to what was expected by the designer. Studying adaptation is important,
as the behaviour when encountering the system for the first time can differ substantially to what
experienced users do. It is necessary to be aware of unintended effects, as those may entail negative
consequences for safety.
Compliance, reliance, misuse, abuse and risk are concepts that are part of behavioural adaptation or closely
related to it. Compliance is the term that describes whether users will comply with instructions or
information that is given by a system; for example, in the case of an in-vehicle warning system, whether
the driver does not perform the behaviour the warning tries to prevent. Reliance describes whether a
person is willing to rely on the system. Overreliance, a form of reliance in which users trust the system too
much, is a typical example of unwanted behavioural adaptation. A system is misused by the user when it is
unintentionally used differently than intended by the designer, resulting in a negative overall outcome. The
system is abused when the user intentionally uses the system in a different way than intended, usually to
maximize personal gain, but with an overall negative outcome. Misuse and abuse are also typical
behavioural adaptation concepts. Of course, behavioural adaptation can also be positive, if users discover
unexpected opportunities in the system that lead to an overall benefit.
RQBA01: Will direct/indirect users comply with the system (e.g. follow
instruction/information)?
RQBA02: Are there any risks perceived by the users related to the system? Which? Why?
13
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RQBA03:
RQBA04:
RQBA05:
RQBA06:

Is there any behavioural adaptation over time?
If so, does it correspond to system design?
Will the system be abused? Why? How?
What can be done to avoid potential negative adaptation?

3.2.4 Network efficiency
Network efficiency is an important evaluation aspect for systems that change the actual timing of the traffic
light controller, such as the one designed in XCYCLE. For this, several parameters can be acquired from
simulation:








Throughput, number of road users that completed their journey during the simulation. This
measure is essential to determine whether the control strategy caused a traffic jam severe enough
to prevent the simulation model from injecting all vehicles.
Delay time, this is the core measure for evaluation of a traffic simulation. It compares the actual
travel time with the free flow travel time. It is important to note that waiting time is different from
this as delay is also incurred when a road user slows down without stopping.
Stops, they greatly contribute to user discomfort and when used for a specific signal group, stops
indicate the green wave success rate. For bicycles, there is a risk of red light violation during a stop
and for motorized traffic there is a relatively high additional CO2 emission due to reacceleration.
Mean Square Error of signal prediction. Correlates to user acceptance and comfort of a green wave
solution with speed advice.
Likelihood of time to green, indication of usefulness of time to green for speed advice. An error of
0 seconds will result in 100% likelihood, while anything over 10% of the remaining time to green
has 0% likelihood of success. For example, when the actual time to green should have been 50
seconds and the system predicted 56, this is more than 10% deviation and the likelihood of success
is set at 0%.
Perceived change (pc), indication of the stability of the predicted time to green:
𝛼 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝑡−1 − 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝑡
𝑇

𝑝𝑐 =

∑𝑡=1

100%
⁄
∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝛼
0, 𝑇𝑇𝐺 > 60
𝛼= {
1, 𝑇𝑇𝐺 ≤ 60

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑇𝐺𝑡−1 , 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝑡 )

With TTG the time to green prediction and T the time period of the simulation. Note that data
points with TTG > 60 are excluded because they will not be shown for green wave speed advice.
The general idea behind this measure is that a prediction which swings from +5 error to -5 error
has a stable Mean Square Error, but will confuse the road user greatly. Therefore, the consecutive
time predictions over each second are evaluated as well and a lower average change is better.
RQE01:
RQE02:

Will the network become more efficient for cyclists?
Will the network efficiency change for motorised vehicles?
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3.3

Evaluation of methods

Different methods are evaluated briefly with respect to how suitable they are to generate relevant data
from the different test sites. Each method is assessed considering the following criteria:








applicability for the different systems and at different sites;
cost (time and money);
language dependency;
subjects reached (which, how many, how);
data delivered (type, form, etc.);
possibility to assess other test-sites/functions (even though not physically present);
ability to assess acceptance, usefulness and adaptation.

3.3.1 Questionnaire
3.3.1.1 Brief description
A set of questions will be distributed either on paper or electronically, filled in by participants at their own
convenience typically in absence of the investigator, usually with a set of pre-defined answers and possibly
allowing for open answers.

3.3.1.2 Evaluation
Questionnaires are versatile, relatively low-cost instruments that can be used at all four test sites to obtain
a subjective assessment of the system. Which participants will be involved, and how they will be recruited
depends on the test site and system characteristics. For the green wave test site and the Braunschweig test
site, both accessible to the general public, it would be possible to interview passers-by, to set up notices
with QR codes, or even to have an advertisement in the local newspaper. Direct and indirect users can be
reached and questioned about actual experiences or general impressions. For the truck- and bike-mounted
systems, questionnaires on experience with the system can be directed to dedicated test participants, but
the general public can also be asked about their opinion aboutthe system.
Standardised scales, such as the Van-der-Laan acceptance scale (Van Der Laan, Heino, & De Waard, 1997),
can be used across sites for comparison. As the test sites are located in different countries, it will be
necessary to use translations of the general scales, which can introduce uncertainty. The goal should be to
use validated translations of the original. The Van der Laan acceptance scale, for example, is available in
many languages. Questionnaires not available in all languages might need to be translated using a uniform
method. Also, depending on the method used to recruit participants, there can be a self-selection bias,
which may make it difficult to generalise the results.
The use of on-line questionnaires eliminates a large amount of administrative challenges and the risk for
errors when transcribing. By means of on-line questionnaires, more potential respondents can be reached.
Special efforts will be made to also reach older road users.
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3.3.1.3 Conclusion
For consistency across sites and systems, a base set of common questionnaires will be used across all sites
and systems. In addition to that, specific questions will be developed for each system. Questionnaires will
be administered via an on-line tool.

3.3.2 Individual research interview (structured, semi-structured, open)
3.3.2.1 Brief description
An interview is a one-on-one conversation between an interviewer and an interviewee. It can be done in
person or via telephone. Questions can be more or less structured, depending on whether exploration of a
topic or comparable answers are desired. The typical goals with research interviews are to explore the
interviewee’s beliefs, experiences, or motivations with respect to a subject matter. The more structured
the interview, the more it resembles a verbally administered questionnaire.

3.3.2.2 Evaluation
Individual interviews allow an in-depth investigation with flexibility and the possibility to follow up on
comments made by the interviewee, at the cost of being time-consuming when collecting and evaluating
the data. This implies that the goals of the interview need to be very well-defined beforehand, and the
selection of suitable respondents is crucial. Within XCYCLE, it is thinkable to use interviews as follow-up
technique for questionnaires or observations, for example, when either expected or especially unexpected
behaviour is observed, such that motives behind the behaviour can be understood better.
Given their verbal nature, interviews are highly language-dependent, and the collected data are typically
used in qualitative analyses, which, in the case of XCYCLE, could, for example, generate hypotheses about
how to improve the system for users.
Interviews can prove very useful when evaluating the integrated system, as remote systems can be
explained and assessed by suitable interviewees. The method is well suited to assess acceptance, and
experienced usefulness, and it can provide insight into the subjectively experienced aspects of adaptation.

3.3.2.3 Conclusion
Within XCYCLE, it is suggested to apply interviews mainly in situations where unexpected behaviour should
be explored further leading to an improved understanding of the motivations behind the behaviour. This,
in turn, can help improving system design or instructions. Interviews may also be useful with user groups,
who cannot easily be targeted broadly, such as older cyclists.

3.3.3 Focus group
3.3.3.1 Brief description
Focus groups are group interviews on a certain topic, typically conducted in group sizes of six to ten
participants. Typically, participants discuss freely, with the moderator keeping in the background, and only
intervening when participants digress too far from the topic in question, the group “gets stuck”, or other
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problems occur. Usually, a discussion guide is prepared beforehand, such that the moderator can check
that all topics of interest are mentioned and discussed. The discussion can be recorded, and the moderator
or a secretary can take notes.

3.3.3.2 Evaluation
Focus groups are often used for hypothesis generation, but in XCYCLE WP6 they would mainly be used to
assess acceptance and learn more about the end users’ opinion about the systems, similar to what is
described for the individual interviews. The advantage of group interviews compared to individual
interviews is that more participants can contribute at the same time, and that a group may be able to bring
up topics that individuals might have missed. On the other hand, too dominant group participants may
intimidate others, suppressing views that could have emerged in individual interviews.
Focus groups are less time consuming to conduct than individual interviews, as several people are gathered
at one time. On the other hand, typically, two moderators are required, and scheduling a time suitable for
all participants can be more difficult than scheduling individual interviews.
The type of data collected is similar to what can be obtained with individual interviews, therefore, the same
evaluation applies with respect to language dependency, the analysis duration, and the possibilities to
assess acceptance, usefulness and adaptation. Data quality depends on the saturation achieved with the
number of group interviews conducted, but also on how the interview guide is formulated, how the
different members contribute.

3.3.3.3 Conclusion
For XCYCLE, it may be useful to conduct a limited number of focus groups. Target groups could be truck
drivers in different countries, as it is expected that the VOLVO system will operate internationally. Therefore,
addressing its functionality via the eyes and minds of a diverse driver group will be especially beneficial, in
order to make the system both useful and “culture-proof” for different driver types. The same applies to
the on-bike system.

3.3.4 Observation
3.3.4.1 Brief description
Natural behaviour is observed, possibly without the observed individuals being aware of the observation.
This can be done with observers on site, or via filming. A variation of the method can be the “floating cyclist”
technique – that is, to let an instrumented cyclist follow the flow of the surrounding cyclists.

3.3.4.2 Evaluation
Observations are cost-effective in an environment where many target behaviours can be observed within
a limited time frame. Within XCYCLE, observations are especially useful for the site-based systems, that is,
the green wave in Groningen and the Braunschweig intersection. An advantage of observations is that
behaviour can be studied without the participants’ being aware of being studied, thereby minimising the
risk for any effects induced by being part of a study. The cost of observations depends on the duration of
the observation itself, and also on the time needed to analyse the data, for example when this is done
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manually or automatically. Types of collected data depend on the observation instrument used.
Observations are typically not language-dependent.
In an observation, participants are not selected by experimenters, but a consequence of the location and
time selected for the observation. A limited range of acceptance questions can be assessed – it is, for
example, not possible to know how many people avoid the site, because they do not accept the
implemented solution. However, acceptance and usefulness can, for example, be assessed in terms of
observed violations. To assess adaptation via observation, it is necessary to conduct observations over time,
making sure that possible changes are not caused by other factors.

3.3.4.3 Conclusion
A behaviour observation will be conducted for the green-wave system within WP4.
Automatic observations of trajectories of different road user types will be conducted continuously in the
Braunschweig intersection. Within the XCYCLE project, special focus will be directed at changes in
behaviour upon implementing the amber light. In addition, observations of specific road users (i.e.
participants in a small-scale field operational test or a semi-controlled study) using the Bologna on-bike
system may be made.

3.3.5 (Semi-) controlled study
3.3.5.1 Brief description
Participants are asked to perform certain behaviours, often such that a treatment can be compared to a
so-called baseline. The setup resembles a controlled study with the main difference being that participants
are asked to perform as naturalistically as possible on the tactical level (Michon, 1985), while the strategic
choices (e. g. location and time) are determined by the experimenter. Behaviour is logged or observed.
Participants are assigned to groups.

3.3.5.2 Evaluation
Semi-controlled studies are useful to investigate certain effects of the systems on behaviour in depth,
controlling the situations in which the systems are encountered, but still observing naturalistic reactions
under those predetermined circumstances. Typically, semi-controlled studies are relatively costly, as they
involve the recruitment and assessment of a number of participants, requiring the presence of
experimenters, and often the use of instrumentation. Especially in the case of semi-controlled studies, the
measured behaviour and responses can vary on the tactical level, entailing that the analysis encompasses
a number of manual sorting steps, which can be time-consuming (Kircher, Eriksson, Forsman, Vadeby, &
Ahlstrom, 2016 (in press)).
The data obtained vary depending on the instrumentation used, but consist typically of a record of tactical
behavioural choices as well as log data in time-series format. Language dependency exists during the data
collection phase, when participants need to be instructed and when interaction between participant and
experimenter occurs, and for analyses in the case of verbal recordings of participants. The number of
participants in such studies is normally low, as the study type is time- and resource-consuming. As
participants have to agree to participate and devote time and effort, one has to be aware that the sample
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may not be representative for the general population. Semi-controlled studies cannot be used to evaluate
systems implemented in other test sites remotely.
Acceptance and usefulness can be assessed both via behaviour and verbal descriptions. Adaptation is
typically not assessed with this type of method, as participants are usually only examined once. In case of
their being used to the system already at the time of the study, they can be asked about their adaptation
process.

3.3.5.3 Conclusion
For a better understanding of the on-bike system in combination with an amber right turn warning for
trucks a small-scale semi-controlled study may be conducted. This may address the specific research
question of whether a cyclist information system paired with a truck information system warning for the
same potential collision is likely to improve collision avoidance, or whether it will lead to confusion, as more
brake-prone cyclists may become less predictable in their movements. In order to be able to answer this
question, it is necessary to expose cyclists to the situation of interest often enough that they develop an
intuitive understanding of the situation, such that they can report about their factual or expected
behavioural adaptations.

3.3.6 Naturalistic data-logging
3.3.6.1 Brief description
Participants behave naturally, without special instructions, and without any treatment condition, but their
behaviour is logged (e. g. by instrumenting them or their vehicles with sensors, cameras, etc).

3.3.6.2 Evaluation
Naturalistic studies are typically time- and resource-consuming and they are mainly used to collect data
about normal behaviour over time and space, as participants “live their normal lives” and choose their own
path. Depending on the research question, it can take a long time to collect enough data – for example,
when the goal is to sample pre-crash behaviour. Data typically consist of time-series data, in many cases in
combination with video, used to assess both strategical, tactical and control level behaviour.
Except when instructing participants, the method is not language-independent. The number of participants
being investigated has traditionally been relatively large, mainly because it has been a goal to collect data
on safety-critical events and crashes, which are rare events. This requires a large budget and a large logistic
effort. The method is not intended to be used for system evaluation, but rather, to assess behaviour in a
given environment. Both behavioural data and subjective data can be collected.

3.3.6.3 Conclusion
Naturalistic studies are not considered to be a suitable method for the purposes of the evaluations within
WP6.
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3.3.7 Field Operational Tests (FOTs)
3.3.7.1 Brief description
FOTs resemble naturalistic driving studies in the way the data collection procedure is conducted. The main
difference is the addition of a baseline/treatment setup, where either a within or a between groups design
can be used. In contrast to naturalistic driving studies, whose goal it is to investigate “driving as it is”, and
why it can lead to collisions, FOTs are usually aimed at evaluating the effect of a function on driving
behaviour. This can be a driver support system built into the vehicle, or a driver training programme, or
even larger changes in the infrastructure, or changes in laws.

3.3.7.2 Evaluation
In the case of XCYCLE, the vehicle/cycle mounted systems would be more appropriate to be evaluated with
an FOT than the site-based systems, as the log equipment is situated in the vehicle. However, given that
the expected warning frequency of the system is rather low, a long data collection period with a large
number of participants would be necessary. Acceptance, usefulness and adaptation over time can be
evaluated, if the data logging period is long enough. The method does not allow the evaluation of systems
not present at the location of investigation. Language dependency, data collection and data type resemble
what is mentioned under the evaluation of “Naturalistic data-logging”.

3.3.7.3 Conclusion
FOTs are not a very suitable method for site-based systems. The on-bike system in combination with
information from the infrastructure may, however, be tested in FOT-like circumstances. For the truck, only
the first stage could in principle be tested in FOT-like circumstances within a reasonable period of time. The
low expected frequency of higher-level warnings in combination with the availability of only one test vehicle
render the method inadequate for testing of those functions.

3.3.8 Simulation
3.3.8.1 Brief description
The network and infrastructure of the test site is imported in the simulation environment and the behaviour
of driver-vehicle units and bikes are mimicked based on available modelling paradigms. The impact on
(virtual) direct and indirect users can be evaluated by means of simulation results. The simulation also offers
a good opportunity to scale the solution up to other and bigger networks. This will be done for the green
wave system, in order to receive good indications on the types of networks it can be applied to and under
which constraints.

3.3.8.2 Evaluation
Simulation is an advanced tool to forecast traffic states and to assess and compare the impact of new
methods and control systems. In simulated environments, various hypotheses can be tested with no risks
to the actual users. This feature could particularly be important for the green wave and the Braunschweig
test site, where general public participates in the experiment. The response of the users to the new control
measures could be estimated based on the cumulative behaviour of simulated vehicles/bikes.
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Also, the general performance of the traffic state under the influence of the introduced systems could be
a good indicator of overall perceived experience of users. For example, long delays for cars in a simulation
of the green wave scenario will lead to suffering experience of individual drivers in a real test site.

3.3.8.3 Conclusion
Main contribution/advantages





The general performance of the system could be tested in various situations.
Extreme cases could be tested.
Relatively low cost.
Aggregated behaviour of users could be estimated.

Main complications/drawbacks




Accuracy of behaviour evaluation depends upon accurate modelling paradigm.
Differences between individual behaviour of users is disregarded.
Perceived experience of users could not be evaluated.
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3.4

Evaluation matrix

In Table 1 a cross-tabulation of the methods, with which the different systems and system combinations are evaluated, is presented, indicating which
research questions are answered, which user types will be addressed, and which XCYCLE partners will complete the task. Each system will be assessed with
the same questionnaires, to make sure that the evaluation is consistent across sites. For each system, a system-specific questionnaire will be added, in
order to cover its peculiarities.
Where applicable, the evaluation will include special targeting at elderly members of the population as well as children. This way, the most vulnerable road
users will be included, which is important to investigate the specific effects on those groups.
When assigning roles to partners for the overall assessment of the XCYCLE system, the number of available person months, the particular competence as
well as language preconditions were considered. At the same time, it was deemed important that no site should be evaluated by only one partner, and
that each partner should be involved in the assessment of more than one site.

Table 1. Tabulation of methods against systems and system combinations to be evaluated, including the hypotheses addressed,
the user types targeted, the recruitment base, and the responsible partners. Hypothesis numbers correspond to those introduced in Chapter 3.2. BL: baseline; T: treatment.

EVALUATION OF THE

GREEN WAVE

AMBER LIGHT ALONE

AMBER LIGHT + ON-BIKE

INTEGRATED SYSTEM

TRUCK + INFRASTRUCTURE BASED
INFORMATION

time of study

BL: spring and autumn 2017
T: autumn 2017

questionnaire (across
all sites and systems)

A set of standard questionnaires is used across all sites and system implementations. These questionnaires will always be
provided in the native language of the country where they are used.


BL: spring and autumn 2017
T: by spring 2018

no baseline
T: by spring 2018

Acceptance scale (Van Der Laan et al., 1997), available in several languages
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In the evaluation of the acceptance of on-bike technology, the CTAM questionnaire items that operationalize the four
main constructs (performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating conditions) will be
adapted to the specific type of technology under investigation.

RQA01: Acceptance will be investigated using UTAUT/van der Laan scale.
RQA02: Performance expectancy in the UTAUT as well as van der Laan scale provide ratings on usefulness.
RQA03: The Satisfying scale of the van der Laan scale provides information on satisfaction.
questionnaire (system
specific)

Treatment phase, after some
exposure; possibly one
additional time after an
extended period of time, if
the system is still installed;
on-line questionnaire with
on-site recruitment of
observed cyclists, also
addressed at field study
cyclists from WP4.

Baseline phase: perceived
safety & expected usefulness
(cyclists and drivers).
Treatment phase, 2-3
repeated measurements; online questionnaire; general
public (cyclists and/or
drivers); specific recruitment
strategies for older
cyclists/drivers.

RUG + VTI
RQA01, RQA02, RQA03:
System-specific subjectively
reported acceptance,
usefulness and satisfaction.

Possibly specific
questionnaire for children
(cyclists only).
DLR + VTI
RQA01, RQA02, RQA03:
System-specific subjectively
reported acceptance,
usefulness and satisfaction.
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Cyclist participants recruited
for the semi-controlled study
(below) can either be asked
via a follow-up questionnaire
or interview.
DLR (+ VTI)
RQA01, RQA02, RQA03:
System-specific subjectively
reported acceptance,
usefulness and satisfaction.
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interview

Treatment; with cyclists from
the semi-controlled study in
WP4 (standard bikes)

Treatment; with cyclists who
just crossed the intersection,
different bike types.

RUG + VTI

E. g. ask about comfort &
perceived safety experienced
in the intersection, followed
up with an e-mailed
questionnaire.

RQA01, RQA02, RQA03: Indepth exploration of
subjectively reported
acceptance, usefulness and
satisfaction, in close
conjunction with just having
experienced the system.
RQT01: Exploration of the
user’s understanding of the
system after just having
experienced the system.
RQT02: Subjective report in
comparison to the previous
system and other systems
the users are familiar with.
RQT04: Subjective evaluation
of risks with over-trust.
RQBA01: Do the users
themselves think that they
comply with the system (i. e.
adapt to its information)?

DLR
RQA01, RQA02, RQA03: Indepth exploration of
subjectively reported
acceptance, usefulness and
satisfaction, in close
conjunction with just having
experienced the system.
RQT03: Subjective evaluation
of whether cyclists
experience that the system
induces increased attention
in car drivers.
RQBA02: Do the cyclists see
any system-based risks for
themselves?
RQBA03: Do cyclists
experience that they have
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With truck drivers who have
experienced the autonomous
truck system (and are told
about the connectivity
possibilities).
VTI + VOLVO
RQA01, RQA02, RQA03: Indepth exploration of
subjectively reported
acceptance, usefulness and
satisfaction, with drivers who
have experienced the
system.
RQT01: In-depth exploration
of the driver’s understanding
of the system functionality.
RQT02: In-depth evaluation
of the driver’s opinion about
the trustworthiness of the
system.
RQT04: Subjective opinion
about which risks with the
system the drivers see for
themselves and other
drivers.
RQBA01, RQBA02, RQBA03,
RQBA04, RQBA05, RQBA06: All
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RQBA02: Can the users
imagine any other risks than
those related to RQT04?
RQBA05: Do the users see any
potential for system abuse,
and if so, by whom and why?
RQBA06: If yes to RQBA05,
how could this be avoided?

changed their behaviour
since the system was
installed, and/or can they
imagine any behavioural
changes?
RQBA05: Do cyclists see any
way in which drivers could
abuse the system? Is any
other form of system abuse
thinkable?
RQBA06:

focus group

research questions on
behavioural adaptation will
be explored in-depth with
drivers who have
experienced the system, via
semi-structured interview
questions.

Possibly special groups of
drivers can be recruited.
Video based, truck drivers in
Italy.
Video based, truck drivers in
Sweden.
UNIBO + VOLVO + VTI + KITE
(film)
RQA01, RQA02, RQA03: Indepth exploration of
subjectively reported
acceptance, usefulness and
satisfaction, with groups of
drivers who have not
experienced the system, but
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have been introduced to it
with a film.
RQT01: Does the rider group
understand the system
functionality based on the
film provided? (Judged by
the evolving discussion, if
there are clear
misconceptions, the
moderator will provide
correct information, such
that the remaining questions
can be answered.)
RQT02: Does the group find
the system trustworthy,
based on the given
description?
RQT04: Can the drivers see
risks with the system based
on the given description?
RQBA01, RQBA02, RQBA03,
RQBA04, RQBA05, RQBA06: All
research questions on
behavioural adaptation will
be explored in-depth with
groups of drivers who have
not experienced the system
themselves, but have seen
an instruction film.
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observation

in WP4, not treated here

Baseline and treatment, by
automatic observation (PIs to
be determined).
The data material will also be
specifically searched for
cyclist-car interactions at
night-time.
DLR
RQBA01: Actual logged
behaviour will show how
compliant drivers are, and
will help to cross-validate the
cyclists’ impressions.
RQBA06: Depending on the
observed behaviour, it may
be possible to formulate
suggestions for further
improvement.

(semi-)controlled study in WP4, not treated here

The participants in the semicontrolled study will wear
identifiers (e. g. helmet with
number), such that they can
be tracked on the video log
from the intersection. This
way, quantitative data, like
TTC, can be used to enrich
the analyses made in the
semi-controlled study.
DLR
No separate research
questions are addressed.

With DLR employees and/or
externally recruited
participants who are going
several times through the
intersection.
DLR
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RQBA01: Actual behaviour in
a semi-controlled situation,
such that certain variables
can be manipulated.
RQBA05: Actual behaviour,
which can possibly be
followed up with an
interview.
naturalistic data
logging
field operational test
simulation

green wave success
percentage, delay and stops
for bikes, motorized traffic
and pedestrians
DYN
RQE01: Simulated behaviour,
which can also be set in
relation to the actually
logged behaviour in WP4.
RQE02: Simulated behaviour.
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3.5

Description of system or system combination specific studies

In this section, more detailed information about how the studies will be conducted for each system or
system combination is given. This includes the description of specifically targeted participants, a description
of important aspects that need to be covered, or other peculiarities of the study.

3.5.1 Green wave
As the green wave not only affects the cyclists, but may also directly affect drivers, it is planned to address
both groups in the evaluation. In order to reach a large number of respondents, an on-line questionnaire
will be used. Respondents will be recruited on site, to make sure that they are familiar with the system. If
the respondent rate is too low, additional respondents will be recruited via ads placed in the local
newspaper or in social media or similar. The participants of the semi-controlled field study in WP4 will also
be asked to fill in the questionnaire.
Older cyclists may be a group with opinions diverging from the average population. This can both be
connected to physiological issues, like reduced eye sight, or to a different attitude towards technical
support systems in traffic. It can also be the case that older cyclists are underrepresented as respondents
to an on-line questionnaire. Therefore, additional interviews will be conducted specifically with older
cyclists, to make sure that their views are considered in the overall evaluation.
For an evaluation of expected changes in waiting times and stops for different road user groups, simulations
will be conducted for pedestrians, bicycles and motorised traffic, based on the empirical data collected in
WP4. Details of the simulations are described in 3.2.4 and Error! Reference source not found.. The results
of these simulations can be used as a reference for the behavioural evaluation and assist in the analysis of
the questionnaire results.

3.5.2 Amber light
The use case to be evaluated is a cyclist going straight, while a motorised vehicle is turning right, crossing
the path of the cyclist. The direct users of the amber light are drivers of motor vehicles about to turn right
receiving information about approaching cyclists. However, the main safety benefit expected is for the
cyclists. Therefore, it is important to assess acceptance, usability and – to the extent this is possible – also
adaptation over time. A number of different methods will be used to obtain a comprehensive picture.
Before the system is installed (i.e. the baseline phase), questionnaires about perceived safety and expected
usefulness/acceptance (van-der-Laan scale) will be inquired from drivers and cyclists. Drivers of any
motorised vehicle are welcome to participate. Among other initiatives, announcements requesting
participation in the survey will be made through social media, mailing lists, and newspaper articles. Drivers
and cyclists will be asked whether they travel frequently through the selected intersection and what type
of vehicle/bicycle they typically use. It is preferable to address people who pass the intersection on a regular
basis and cyclists are of main interest. Therefore, cyclists will also be recruited directly at the intersection.
After crossing the intersection, cyclists will be stopped and asked to fill in an on-line questionnaire on a
tablet or on their smartphones. They may also be asked additional questions, depending on the situation
in which they were observed (e.g. critical encounter with a right turning motorist). Those cyclists will be
asked whether they may be willing to fill in follow-up questionnaires later on. If they are, they will be asked
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for their e-mail addresses. This recruiting approach is not applicable for drivers. Special efforts will be made
to recruit older cyclists.
When the system is installed, all respondents will be asked by e-mail to fill in a follow-up questionnaire on
perceived usefulness/acceptance of the system. An additional follow-up will be made several weeks later,
in order to assess longer-term effects, such as possible behavioural adaptation.
It will be investigated whether it is possible to address a specifically designed questionnaire to children.
This depends on the possibilities to recruit children as respondents, connected to receiving informed
consent from the parents. Of greatest interest would be children who are old enough to cycle through the
intersection unaccompanied by their parents.
In addition to the subjective data collected via questionnaires and short on-site interviews, objective
observation data will be collected through the object detection system of the intersection, which
automatically anonymises the filmed road users by pixelating their faces. Relevant data (i.e. video
recordings and trajectories) can be extracted both for the baseline and the treatment phase. The exact
performance indicators still need to be determined. A possible analysis may be comparing the number of
critical events in relation to the number of encounters before and after the implementation of the amber
light. In case the amber light is only installed for a defined time period, the analysis may be extended to the
time after de-installation. Candidates for encounters and conflict will be extracted from the data based on
predefined threshold of safety surrogate measures such as time-to-collision or post encroachment time.
These selected situations will be viewed and categorized into encounter, conflict or neither.

3.5.3 On-bike system + infrastructure based information
In order to test the on-bike system in real traffic situations, it is planned to execute a semi-controlled study
at the AIM Research Intersection. Directed warnings can be received based on the implemented detection
and tracking technology at the intersection, the derived online risk and situation assessment and a
combination of radar technology and tag IDs of the bicycle-mounted systems. Recruited bicyclists will cycle
straight through the intersection several times in a row. Depending on the probability of a collision between
right-turning motorized traffic and crossing cyclist a warning may be triggered.
Before executing the semi-controlled study, it will be investigated, whether, how and when cyclists can be
triggered to start cycling, so that an encounter with a car is likely. It will also be investigated, whether
manual triggering of warnings is meaningful, at least for demonstration purposes, such that participants
can make informed judgements about how they perceive the system, imagining that it had been a critical
situation.
Participants will be recruited from the general population. The aim is to include approximately 20
participants, each cycling at least five times through the intersection. Participants will bring their bikes. On
their bike, the tag and HMI will be mounted. Participants will either wear a helmet, vest or something similar
with a clearly visible number. Therefore, participants will be easily detected in the video recordings
automatically produced by the intersection. In addition, a small camera will be mounted on the handlebar
of the bicycle, facing the cyclist and recording head and possibly eye movements while cycling.
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Depending on the overall traffic situation (i.e. traffic light status and approaching right turning motorized
vehicles), participants will be asked to begin cycling (approximately 40 meters away from the intersection),
cross the intersection and return to the starting point. Depending on the probability of being involved in a
collision with the right-turning motorized traffic, participants will receive a warning. After each round,
cyclists will be asked few questions about how the passage was experienced, and, if a car was present, how
predictable, safe or critical the situation felt, and whether the warning system had any influence on the
rating. Also, before and after experiencing the system, participants will be asked to rate their acceptance
and perceived usefulness of the system.
In addition to the video recordings of the cyclists, the technology implemented at the intersection will also
record the x-y-z coordinates of all detected road users. From those coordinates, speed-related variable but
also surrogate safety measures such as time-to-collision and post-encroachment time will be derived.
Therefore, objective measures complement the subjective data and comparisons of experienced risk and
objectively measured closeness to conflict can be made.
As the duration of the study is short, behavioural adaptation effects over time are not expected,
nevertheless, participants may be asked to reflect on whether they think such a system may influence their
behaviour in the long run.

3.5.4 Truck + infrastructure based information
The direct users of the truck-based system are the truck drivers themselves. They may either choose to buy
the system, or, probably to a higher extent, be confronted with the system at their workplace. Within the
scope of the project, it is not possible to test the system and all of its functionalities under FOT-like
circumstances, as the second and third level of information/warningand action, that is the warning sound
and the auto brake, are expected to occur very rarely. Therefore, it is very important to obtain truck drivers’
opinions on the expected usefulness of the system. As the traffic situation varies between countries, it is
important to investigate the system functionality across countries and cultures.
It is planned to produce an illustrative video sequence showing the functionality of the truck-based system.
This video is not intended as commercial, but rather as a source of information to prospective drivers, and
it should be easily understandable by drivers from different cultural and language backgrounds. With this
video as base material, it is intended to conduct a series of focus groups with truck drivers in at least two
European countries, most likely Sweden and Italy. The video will be co-produced by VOLVO and KITE.
In addition to this, in-depth interviews will be conducted with truck drivers who actually have experienced
the truck-based system. These are likely to be VOLVO test drivers.
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4

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)

In analysing the costs and benefits of the XCYCLE systems, it will be important to capture the full effect on
cyclists, which may go beyond the usual set of impacts considered in a transport network CBA.
The framework will include the set of incidence groups and impacts shown in Table 2.
Table 2: CBA framework for XCYCLE

Incidence group

Impacts

Infrastructure Manager (IM) – the road Costs of installing, maintaining and
authority
infrastructure components (additional costs)

operating

Accident reduction - cost saving to IM
Cyclists

Costs of purchasing, maintaining and operating on-cycle
components (additional costs)
Individual benefits of accident risk reduction *
Benefits of time, effort and discomfort saved *

Drivers (car/LDV/HGV/bus/motorcycle)

Benefits of accident risk reduction
Benefits (+/-) of traffic flow changes

Public authorities
-

Local government

-

Central government

Private sector business

Accident reduction - cost saving to police, emergency
services and healthy authorities
Marginal changes in tax revenues

Impacts on cycle supply chain, including costs of
development and production for XCYCLE systems
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The analysis will include a stakeholder CBA, quantifying the impacts from the perspective of each group,
based on their perceived cost, and a social CBA providing a complete assessment of the costs and benefits
to all groups consistent with socio-economic CBA best practice (2014 CBA Guidelines; 2014 Handbook of
External Costs; EC 2012 Impact Assessment guidelines). An impact requiring particular attention will be the
benefit to cyclists (*). This will build on the analytical framework set out by Parkin, Wardman, and Page
(2007) which gives a theoretical and empirical basis for measuring the perception of risk for the journey as
a whole. Factors such as hilliness and stops at junctions affect the effort required to cycle, and offer the
potential for increased acceptability of cycling and range cycled if the junction experience can be improved.
The analysis will also take account of the latest value of time research, which gives a more detailed
understanding than previously about the key components of driving individuals’ travel choices, including
cycling (Batley, 2015; Börjesson & Eliasson, 2012; Laird, Page, & Shen, 2013). Comfort of travel time as well
as duration of travel time will be considered.
The main steps required to deliver the CBA will be:
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Scoping and data collection, in order to complete the CBA at step (vi). This will include agreeing on
the set of case study locations for which the analysis will be undertaken. Transferability from these
locations to the wider network will be considered.
Desk-based preparation of the theoretical and empirical framework for cyclists’ perceived costs of
travel, including effort and accident risk.
Empirical estimation of perceived benefits due to the XCYCLE innovations (driven by changes in
perceived costs), using Stated Preference (SP) experiments. These experiments will include choices
with/without XCYCLE innovations in place, and enable trade-offs between money (e.g. through the
cost of the XCYCLE equipment), time and safety. They will include direct Willingness-to-Pay
questions asking respondents about their evaluation of the XCYCLE equipment, as well as SP choice
questions.
Demand implications of the findings on perceived cost will need to be considered. A cautious
assumption would be that XCYCLE improves conditions for existing cyclists but has no material
impact on the level of cycling; whilst an alternative outcome would be some cycling demand growth.
We expect to use existing demand elasticity evidence alongside the SP results to estimate the
potential demand growth, and will apply this as a sensitivity test in the CBA.
Estimation of the costs of development and production of the XCYCLE equipment will be another
key element of the CBA. We will follow the methodology developed in the ecoDriver project
(Jonkers, Wilmink, Nellthorp, Guehnemann, & Olstam, 2016), where: market penetration is
projected (from ii and iii above); the components of the system are scoped with input from OEMs
and engineers within the project team; the costs of the system with these components in a mass
production setting is estimated by comparison with systems of equivalent complexity.
Completion of the CBA framework, for case study locations. This will require a broader range of
data for the case study locations, including number and type of junctions, existing levels of cycling
and existing safety performance.
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Planning of reporting

The next deliverable within WP6 is D6.2 “Cycle safety evaluation results”, which is due in M42, that is, in
the end of the project. In is a public deliverable, and will contain the results from the studies described
above.
It is one goal of the project to spread the results widely, both in the scientific community and beyond that.
Therefore, the contributing researchers are encouraged to publish the results obtained in XCYCLE. It is
suggested to employ the following reporting strategy:





Researchers are encouraged to publish results from the project. If this can be done within the time
frame of XCYCLE, the publications from WP6 should either be attached to D6.2, if this is possible
for copyright reasons, or being referred to. Published results should only be discussed briefly in the
deliverable.
Results that are not yet published should be included with some more detail. When submitting for
publication, reference should be made to the deliverable.
Results that will not be published, but are still relevant for the deliverable, should be included in
full.

The deliverable will be structured into three sections, covering the three tasks T6.2 to T6.4. Each section
will include a description of the background, method, results and discussion. These three sections will be
followed by an overall discussion, relating the results from the three work packages to each other.
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